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This document constitutes one volume of the final report prepared under
Contract HAS9-9046, Space Station Safety Study, which was conducted by the
Aerospace Systems Division, Aerospace Group, The Boeing Company, under the
direction of the Advanced Projects Office s Advanced Missions Program
0£- me_ Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA. The objective of the study was to
develop a mauagement tool for evaluating conceptual designs Of future
manned space systems from a safety vlewpo._mt. This objective was achieved
through the application of methodical techniques, which are described
where necessary in approPriate volumes of this final report, for analYzing
space station safety problems. This work resulted in the development of HL
: Crew Safety Guidelines which can be used in evaluating future space
station concepts.
In Phase I of the study, the work was directed toward a broad class of
space stations_ using several specific config_tratlons a_ examples, and
considering both _.rew safety and mission accomplishment as safety goals.
.-nMay 1969, the study was redirected by NASA into Phase II to provide
more mlrect support to the NASA Phase B Future Space Station Study,
considering only crew safety as the safety goal. To the extemt oossible_
th_ wore done in Phase I was revised and adapted to Pha_e II and all
i documents of this f._al report, except as otherwise n0ted, _include the
_ r_:ults from both phases. In both phases the study scope IncJuded only
on-orblt operations and not launch, boost, de-orbit I end recovery opera-
tions, or any operations of the logistics support system, except for
clc_e-in rendezvous and docking operations. "
_ne approach taken in the study was to examine the space station from the
viewpoint of safety only, with _t_e intent of identifying as complete a
!i llst as possible of those measures which should betaken to maximize t
crew safety. Also, and especially in Phase If, the study dealt primarily /
with station concepts, rather than specific designs or hardware items.
It was not possible, and no attempt was made, to examine the impact of
safety measures on other important aspects of space station development, /
such as cost, design difficulty, or operational suitability. As station
development proceeds, trade studies between safety measures and other
factors will be required and management decisions must be made as to the
extent to which other desirable features will be permitted to override
safety _easures.
The documents constituting the final study report are:
• I_-i13070-4, Condensed Summary Report




• D2-I13070-6, Supporting Anal_ses
• Analysi3 of Operations
• Experimen.t Program
@ Traffic PatS_.rns Analysis
, • Human Requirements
• Meteoroid Penetration
i- • Dr-l'L3070-9, Logic Dim_ram
D2-i13070-I0, Faitlt Tree Analysis
• •D_-ll3070111, Subsist•ms Analysis
Other documents produced during thestudy but not part of the final
report are:
• I_-I13070-i, Detail Stud_ Plan (Phase I only) ,_
• D2-113070-2,. Midterm Oral Report ..•
e. I_-113070-3_ Final Oral Report
. • D2_I13070-7,.Baseline Mission Descr{ptlon (Phase I only)
! • D2-I13070-8, Baseline S_stem Description (Pha_e I only)
_le references applicable to +,his document are _hown in Se.rtion A.O.
However, all the references fer-_hose documents which comprise the final






An.analysis of generic subsystems that must be included in a spacecraft
Por a long-duratlon, m.,_un:._d,Earth-orbltal mission _s performed to
identify _otential haza_.d_ +o crew safety, and the possible causes and
,:ffects of these hazard_ l_e causes and effects were analMzed to
aetermlne appropriate safeguards which would prevent or contain the
'_otentlal hazards identified. Safety guidelines were written which
_;ncompassed all of the rf co_nended safeg_ardz. %_ese guidellnee are
,eferenced in Section _._ of this docttment opposite the safeguard_ to
,nLch they pertain, am.d the guidelines themselveu are provided in
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Subsystem analyses performed during the Space Station aafety Stu_y consisted
of two separate efforts, Phase I and Phase II. In the Phase I part of the
, stud_, the subsystems analysis was conducted as a Failure, Safety _d
' Mai_tenauce Analysis on each subsystem, be subsystems analyzed were
... based o_ the Saturn V Single Launch Space Station Study (Reference No. 80).
This analysls was about 50 per cent completed when the study redirection
resulted in its cessation.
i, 1.2
I
_ The Phase XI part of the study required a subsystems analysis oriented
to the identification of hazards which could threaten crew safety._
SafegUards necessary to prevent or contain these hazards were then
recomm_nde_. Safety _Aidellnes based on the recommended safeguards are
_ included in Document I_-i13070-5, C_ew Safety Guidelines. This Phase Ii
,,_.,.., analysis was not constrained to _ particular space statio_ configuration.
However_ most of the wo2k previously accomplished in Phase I was applicable







PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
D2-113070-3.3.
2.0 PEASE I strJ3SYSTD4SANALYSIS
2 .i. ANALYSIS
Tnls _nalysls was basea on the space statior_ subsystems used in the
Saturn V Single Lau/qch Space Station Study (Reference No. 80) and incur"
•porated in the Baseline System DesDrIDtion document, D2-i13070-8. A4
Faliure, Safety snd Malntena_ee Analysis was performed at the Component-
level for each o. these subsystems. Each of the components was examined
as to its functlo_l within the subsystem and its relationship to other
element__.of the subsystem az well as to other subsystems. Reference No. 80
was the prlm_ry source of information for descriptions of the subsystems
and their components. _ In addition, n_merous other studies which used
comparable Subsystems were exa_mlned to obtain additional information for
the analysis. The other data sources are included in the reference list
in Section 4.0. Based on the informatlo,_ available, each comp@nent was
, reviewed for failure modes which could result in a potential hazard to
the crew or misslc_l. The potential hazards were analyzed to identify the
safety provisions which were alrea<v inclt_ied-im the baseline system_ or
should be considered, to prevent or alleviate the hazard. Each condition
• was further examined f_r methods of detecting these critical failures and ,,,i
the mzintenauce requirements for correcting the failure.
( 2.2 STATUS AND DOCUMENTATI_
The analysi_ was documented on a form "4_ich combined the required failure,
safety and maintenance data. This analysis would have involve_ a number
of iterations bedsore completion. At the time of study redirection (the
end Of _nase I) the first i_eration _of the subsystem analysis had been
done on the following subsystems: Communications/and Data Maaagement _
Crew System: Electrical power, Stability aad Control, _and about 50 per
' cent of the Environmental Control/Life SuppOrt System. The analysis forms
for _he work Completed are included in Appendlx A, togethe r with a descrip-
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D2-I13070-II
3_0 PHASE II SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS
.,•_ AN.AIXSIS ' . ......................
S,_udy red_re_tlon ,_ha_.gcdthe scope of the subsystems analysis eon.;Ide__. ".
1he study concept in Pha_:e II was more uniw:rsal in nature than tha:. _:'
Phase I_ which was directed to specific spacecraft configurations. :7";_,
. "bJectlve of i.hc redir_.etF.d..... .:tudy effort was to e_tabli_'h _'afety .."___ i,.____,.......
:'.-._rcrew safety c,nly. In keeping with this objective, the pote:.t,ial
hazards and safety pr,)vi._ionzaspects of the Pha_e I subsyctem_: a_ai>.:l.:
..:c.r(:reviewed. The potential hazards_ possible causes, and effects'
;_ £d,mtifled in that analysis, were. summarized as presented in P_rag_'aph 3.2
belo',:_ The l_mze I analysis was not completed _r.d oz_y _ne .pe_If_ _ "
_tation configuration was examined. Tberefore_ lcon_idering the more
_ullversal nature of P._aze IT of the study, it was necessary to expand _:''.._£
hazard summary to include consideration of other 3ubsystem confi_:'ati;.n._.
Tc the extent possible, all of the appropriat,, refe_'trce_'tf Sectlcn _.0
were reviewed. The subz[:stem data available were 8a_a!V_a for _o.e..._a_I_ _"
hazardous situations which were considered inherent in the equipment cr
rIj _' ' a;sociated "_ith itlzoperation. As the potential imzard_ _.._e iuentifiea_ ,
they were analyzed to determine what safeguards _hould be c,_;.ci'_ere.1%0
p_-vi'nt .,or alleviate the hazard. The reoo_nended safeguards- are n_re.-::::_t_-d
' in Paragraph 3-3. Theze safeguards formed a basis upon which ae_"__..._LYe
_a_ety guidelines were "_ritten for inclusion in the' Crew Safety Guide_ir.ez
,dcc:_nent, D2-I13070-5.
3,2 HAZARD SUMMARY
Th_ f::llowlng tables summarize th_ potential hazards identified fro::_an
a_aiysis of each subsystem.,a,s described in Paragraph 3_.I. The "Caure"
colunnh 1_sts possible events ,or failures whidh could produce thc. _ _....
hazard. The "Effect" col_un_:lists the possible effects resulting f'fcz._/.
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COMMUNICATIONSA DDATAMANAGEMenTSYSTEM} ZARDSUMMARY
Potentlai Hazard Cause Effect
i. L,:,_;:_of external Transmitter failure Carmot talk to
voice communlc_tlon_ Receiver failure ground
Premodulation processor Cannot t_lk to
failure _._rAcrew




2. Less of Intozmal Failure of one or more Cannot talk to all
voice communications audio centers crew members in
Microphone failure space sZatlon
Headset failure
3. Loss of.data Up-data receiver-decoder Loss of automatic up-
commtmicat ion failure date _nformatlon
with ground Premodulati_n" processor Loss of ground
failure command capability
Teiemetry failure Cannot transmit
data to ground
4. Le,z_ of time Timing _mit failure Degraded performance
reference Up-data recelve_decoder Of all time-
falluma ..... . referenced equip-
ment; e.g._ com-
puter functlons,
a. c. power re_nl-
latio_
5. Lo:_:sof computer Data ada_,ter fail_rc Deg_'aded performance
f_u_ction Comp1_te,-failure of zpacecraft ;:ys-





CREW SYSTKM HAZARD SUMMARY
... F_od concaminatlo_ ...........Cooling system failure Crew illnes_
Water contam_tlon Food _hortage
Irmdequate z_orage
3. R_dlatlon Inadequate protection Crew injury or lozs
Excessive time in orbit
RF radiation
4_ Crew injury or Inadequate interior Increased _orkload
_ illness deslg_ on remaining crew
Inadequate restraint Possible emergency
provisions treatment




5. Inadequate maintenance Lac_ of rep],acement parts Degraded sy_te_
capability Lackofmalntenance operation _
instructions Limited mission
Fai_tu'e or lack of auratlon





E_gAL-_W-ER. SYSTEM HA,ZA.,DSI_/_. RY
Potential Hazard Cause------- Effect
i. Fire, ,_moke, toxic Short circu[t_- _tmosphere conta:;.i-
product c Eiecv,rical overload nation
Arcing Crew in:furyc,r
hatte_¢ overpre _:'.'ar_ iline:_s
' Overheat ing Equipment damage
2. Loss of electrical Power .ource failure Loss of a.c. },,_w,_,r
_i power C_rging zystem failure Lo_s of d.c. power
Dictributlon system Loss of electrical
failure equipment
Power conversion system operation
failure
Then_al control failure
Solar pana! damage .....
3. Power source Thermml contrcl failure Crew illness: or
radiation Shielding failure injury








Potential Hazard Cause ...._f_ec-"
I. Los¢ of 02 RetT'_-La';orfal£'-L_e Crew i_ne_,_,
Tsz_k leakage Decreased r_Lzzlon
• 7:_iv_failure duration
Pi'_r,bir;g failure Danger of fir,:
giu.,':;;al2_ntrol failure 02 _h,r age
2. Loss of cabin Ca_'n l£:_kage Cr(,.'in._uryi




3. Exce._sive 002 002 removal falL_re Ore',;'ILtnez:;
Exce:_ztve CO_ 'genera:io:.
Excessive humidity
_. Fluid ie'_l_age l'i_"zi:"..ngfailure C r.t'-J_minati.on
Compo,te:".._ failure... F're ._anger
Seal failure E_ .... pmen_ daJ_.._ge
= A tin,sphere Filter -' -• _o_,gec cr faile_ C:',:_.:"ili_esz
contamination Fluid leakage E iu!pmen_,damage
Fire, smoke
ai± u.L
' Air -,IrcuLation failurr,
'. Los_: of thermal Ccm2onent failure T_-hot .3r cold
control Radiator failure -_....
.... _;_ung fluid :_'" "
Ccntrol failu "e E,iuipme_;'_damage
Air circulation failure Unusable 02 supply
Hen _e_ faiDure
• _ater c_htsr.L.a_l'.n l_r!fica_icn _a_;.ure Crew _esz
VaLve fe:llure Water ,n_.r"_oag
l::_propercleaning
Ta_.k f_i!ure
8. Lo_" <:_ _ult loop Valve failure Not available _
Comp.._:=_ failu_'e emergency
l_urification fail'_'e
Re_katlon " "_ 'a_. /r e
(
-9-
_.;.... . _'.;_,_-.. , . .
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STABILIq'Z A_'D CONTROL SYSTEM HAZARD 3U_4ARY
Pc,tentia! Ha ::_rd Ca'azo Effect
l.--Lazs c,fattltuae P-spcll_J ::up_ly faila_', Spa2e':raft 'u_ab_i'.i"
contr::i _'.ruster as:_embiy failur_ Lozz of solal-pan..,_
Shutoff valve failtn'e orientation
CMG failure Crew disabled
Electronics fail,a'e Loss of experim_.nt,




2. Propellant lea?m,gc Shut._?f valve failure Logs of propellant
Pl.mlhlng failure Contamination of
Relief valve failure other equipment
Tank failure Pcssible fire
3. Propellant tank .. Meteoroid penetration Damage to spacecraft
rupture Cglllsion with other or other equipmen:
objects Injury. t0 personnel
Tank overpressure ....Possible fire
4. Exhau.;t plume iILherent tO spacecraft Damage tc cquipmen_
_'y_tems or EVA pe_'_onnel









8TRUC'_ES. ME_KANICAL SYSTEMS HAZARD SL%_%BY
Potential Hazard ....... Cause Effeet
No alrioek capability Seal failL_re Re_ ......_,E_/A
Pressurization failure Rectri'_tz zrew
Hatch failure transfer
l%mpdown failure Loz_ of atmosphere
Crew injury
.:
2. Docking accident Control system fail_e Space vehicle strue-
Docking equipment failure tural damage







Z. Cannot transfer Docking port damage Restricted mission
i_ resupply cargo Trm_fer equipment duration
failure
,_. Structural damage Micrometeoroid penetra- Cabin pressure io_:
tion Equipment damage ''










Reco.m_.endedsafe_ard- are presented tn tl.i._ section for. eac_ of the pr,ten-
tfai hazard:_ _"- ""' ',..ntL._a in Paragraph 3.2 ."_qesafe_mrds given her- _r,.
those that ceulc be provided to preclude tn_.potential hazard from o_uur_ _,-b,
'-rto prevent an adver_'e condition from developing into a hazardous si::ua-
ti,_n. It should be borne-,in minck.tha._-_._ub:ystem analysis is ba_ed on
h_r_ware concepts, and thu.: L::.._,_bject to many off the limit,atlcnz and _c.:_-
_:traint::involved in deflnlt[':.._f t_at hardware. Also, th<,fact that
hardware eonfiguratton:_, hcw.v,,r preliminary, are being analy;ed implies a
much iowor level of d_alt thai:wa. possible to a".hieve in most areas oi"
the Logic Diagram or the Fault Tre.: during the current study. On thi
azc;unt it might appear that the cross-references to tho-e analyse_:, as
listed hero., , ;_ _-' 'cc.a cna_Ly 8re rather tenuous, but "t is believed that hard-
line relation_h[D_ could be derived quite easily with a modicum of addit£_.:,aL
logical development. Thc value of the crosc-refcrences lies, of course "n
the fact that the other _:alyses, ahlch were perrcrmed n.ore or le_'s !nde-
p_ndcntly from each ocher, provide suppor._ing co_.-_iderationsfor the gulC..-
llne_ derived. "
3.2
F_try codes or. the following "safeguard tabulations ard.a_ follows:
a. An entry in the "Anal2zsis Role. once coh_ identifies the numbe._ .:;fa
_lock in the L-,_i'"D".crar,.(DJ-12 3C_0-9) or F_.,_LtTree (D2-113OTO-LS)
"._hiahis Bs_cclat_d "_Lth *_'_,.,__:aTeguard and Lt_ _eri'¢ative guideline.
For example, "FT _ _ _".._-:_ refers t_ Fault Tree No. l, Chart 2, event "B,"
and "LD-l_K''. refers _. Logic Diagram Chart 15_ proposition "K." For
ccnvenience, verbatim transcripts of the statements referenced _h_re :_r_
given in Arpendix : of _his doc_..-nt- but it is recommended that t:_.
appropriat- dc_tzm.::nt_be-eU:Isuitec to determine the proper contexts and
relationships of th_ statements quoted.
b. The "Doe. Bef. '_.'.._Lm •contains reference .numbers of the documents
listed in Secti6._ _,.Owhich discus.isor make reccmmendations sir._iiar_-')
tho_e given i_. "m:. _afe_Taa_ds.
c. The "Appllc, :.,._e_ne column identifies the number of the safety
guideline conta!r_d in DC-113070-5 that inec.rporates this safeguard ....
Some of the ,r,¢re,Sc'.'.eralsafeguards-'have been mentioned in a nu_,bcr q,,"
references; h_ +_._._,'_...._.ases, only.,ol,e or two of the more promln_.nt or _,
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hhe-referenees listed on the following pages were u_,d while performing
vh_.analyses described in this document. Referenee nL_bers match thcze
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APPENDIX ,A
PHASE I FAILUBE_ SAFETY AND MA]_CE ANALYSIS DATA SHEETS .........
qhe c.ata sheets included herein are those which were generated durlug the
Phase I part of the study as described in Section 2.0. The following
provides an explanation of the data entries used in the analysis:
a. Nomenclature---The top entz-j on each sheet identifies the spacecraft ..
_ystem or subsystem be_1 g analyzed. Subsequent entrles on the _heet
identi_ the individual components or assemblies which "_ere considered
in the ar.alysls. The component list is based on the Saturn V Single
+#(-La_mch Space Sta .... n (SVSLSS) study.
b. Quantlty---Identi£1es the number of units of the particular component
which are in the basic system as specified in the SVSLSS study.
:. Nod. Lc,c.---The appropriate module column is marked to identify the
I:::atlon of the component within or on the spacecraft. _ "U" or "L"
in the core or lab3ratory column signifies that the component is
._.:ated in the uppr,r cr lower deck of that module, A "B" means the
,=,zponen! Ls i,-'ated ir both decks. "External" indicates the item is
.____L:._c.aLed...'.;t._id__ of the cpacecraft. Location headings may differ and
r,,qulr,,expan',:ionfor analyse_ mad_-_ai_.-a_r_t
.'q.._' t_, (
'i. ._._i'a[ Failure Mode---A cheek I_ made in the appropriat,, eolwm_(_)J i . , .
'.. ,.d...._.+;y ',r_'i-aL ........ mode(z) of t,heparti.'ular ,:,,mp_,nent.
,. P.,' _",'al H.,_,.,.!-,!Effe,,.i---l,1.,-t:_T heDOt_ntlal _,:ard::,and/or pot_._ntial
'","_'_,...t ha'.::uLd re_,uit fr_: the co;;',.,:riClcal f'allttrcof the
r. i_azard J:_gory---Ent_it. in t,hi,';colu_ are e:;timate.,;_,f t_e worst-
:a,, .;ttuatl,:n%hat could :renauLtif _e eund_tlc.u were allowed to
....._,,, .._,,,,+',','wlt_out _u_y c'-,rrectiv_action, 'I_. hazard _ategorles are
d-fined az foliow_¢:
,,az,_r_.that c..,u_dr,;'ult In immodiat_, _OgS <,r serious.
in)ur,, _:'r"the ore..
_ ---Any _zard t_u_tcould result In coD t:_nuous emerg_,n,_yoperation
or cause major ,Ru_age to the :;pacecraft.





g. Safety Provislons---Icentifles those safety provisions that are known
tC be _ l _,_ava,_a. _e in the baseline system as well as those that it is
felt -h_ul: be :r.u:i_.available.
h. R_,::_ndan:y_e::or__---Acheek ind..a_ s that designed-in redundancy is
rc_,_.....el dec f-r ;_" "....• t_ c_mponent because of it= criticality to the %:>_m,
ac........._i__., r_roblem., cr other factors
i. D_te_tion Method---A check in the appropriate eoluran(s) indicates which
detection zcthod(s) i_ or should he provided to show thaz a system
fali'_,: :.:"degradati_r_ b_s .occurred which could have been caused by
th!z eom;.anent. _.-.-:Jetectlcn method may cr .may not specifically
:f indicate tb_t this particular com_cne:.e has l'ailed.
j. Malr_termr.ceAction/TLme---A check under "Repai2," "Replace" and/or
"Ser'JLce" i_ndlaates the t_]_e(s) of maintenance expected for this
component. The "_" (mean-zime-to-re-_tore) entry Ks an estimate of
the mean elapsed tlm% in hours, required to restore the system tc
its ex}ected oper,,ting condition after a failure of this component
hae been identified. The figure Includez diagnosis, Isolatlon_ repair
and check-out time increments. Although no entries were made in the
"b_x 'InnumDowntime" colu_al due to Phase I terminatlon_ the column has
been r_ .ained as a remln<,,.,"for its inclusto,_ in the event a zlmilar
anaiy .:',:_ii:pe.,'formedat a later date. Maxim',_..downtime i_;the
maximum elapzed time in l}ourz which could be tolerated before m
failuare ,&f th_ component w(r&Ld rem'_It _ a Catego'_y I_ hazard ccmdi_ton;
az,qumlng t.r_t nher,:were no ::afety provi-_ionu in kh¢, .;y._temsaid that
no ec;rr(:'ctlv,' action wa,.; _k,.,n.
k. Main'.. C,,n_tr.---k ,qtr,_.,ki=.placed in the al,I,r,'_priatecolumn dezi_m_tlng
a .:t _a_].,"'_ :_r'*. c al_,_ taint c,n maintenam.2c a,.'_",,13ns, t%_vA" 'e_,_l'A-_ .,...l"--"__.--_u_e"__"
Indi._a:e:;;ha' gx:.ra-V(.hicularActivity (E".ZA)or prea'_:ure-::;ultedcrew
m,m,.ber: ln",5. ":,:.. p,_ :v,',',d't w_l'. b,, reT_tr_,d to perfo,-_. th,. ,,ADd.e-
naa_._e t".u'.ct",'a, "A ",:r.;;.',t:t.LLty" me,ha tact dirflc_Lty may 1,e extmrlen,:ed
.. ' ') "':7. ,'In t},,: ".qli.Lllte,ntfflc_. [_c1)iOll,'I: _a[l;hl_ f_',:(:;., t._ :.|;I.. comp'._h,'I%t..... , , ,.
' "LI ,ela_ Ih'c:,.dure:;""rvltea_: ti_At thea_,eay be"Sp,:,etaL To,..h " _u_d,, ."" _ _
r_q:._red t..(,p .r;'_rm '.h,.ma_:t,enanee acti,an, A ;;hall letter entered in
a ,:,)lumn refers t.,, a .;lrdlar.Ly .'., ,.h,d n,,[_; _;!ven ill _he "Belll_ik_:" _:o.[u/va'_,
].. G.L. Re_'d ....A _he,'k t:'mace tU the,appropriate colu_n(_) to Indleate
l.i' "Safety Pre,.;,',d._rf..:-'/' "" '".. OZ...Saf .ty Desle_*"
G:lidc,lln_q_ sh,;Ll.dh,. ':-,':Id,.dt,'_ore_'l_.,d,'a ._zardous condition from
',:urrlng; ca' ......:,ca!' _a,:._n,l["',.-u,:a_,,.:_.dhy failure.''ofthe compo-
Imr, t under e,-\"._'_ 9 ., k(., ;a t.lmt :-und.;_..'or, fv,,/'_ ¢iegeloping _tc a
ha.:ardo_g 'gi';_at_.,1.. !
*L_ ".,' terms pertain _.., p_.:r: I .:.',' "h, ,., , .... e,.a_ _t_ o_dy, fen which _hla _naly';Is
wa ....,nm,..ced, Du_".b_g Pt_;e _i, or, iy t.:v. ri:,gle categcry cf "Crew Safety"
t]ut._, "'__fle., wa_: ¢O_:'i,J(:re_'l.
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moL.Crew Skills---Each check indicates that one crew.member trained in
the particular skill _'illbe required to perform the identified ,.._..
maintenance actlon.
n. Remarks---Addltlonal Information is provided to amplify the entries
made in the form. Reference numbers pertain to the sources given in
Section 4.0 of this document. A small letter enterea in one of the
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MAINTENANCr. MAINT. CREW SKILLS " IIF./_I, RI(S
ACTION/TIME CONSTR.
EOSS sr._JAG-I systems _re essentially the
_.__.
_. Race-=end zodular deslgn concept to
r._du_e spares smd replacement require-
=.en_s. :4TTR ._iu_ _r¢ rased on ncn-
._o_._iarconcepts. For modular concept,
._TR _'c'_!dbe less.
It zi_.t be desirable to have an easy
re;l_:ement concept for antennas in the
e:•eu'_replaceme, t proves a nec_sslty.
-s_.Safety and e_nergency procedures w_.il
5e requirpd for all EVA. See note (c) on
C_a_i_'" and Control System.












HAZARD/E FFECT PROViSIO NS
NOMENCLATURE
Premod:la$ior. Fr:.'e_z=r _zss .f ._art ::"_..i _uterr.alha:k.;




Central Tlm£n6 LT.i_. l:_ _f tlm_ Lutel-.al _y.ue





C-Band Transponder L:_s :f -c:.%Ir..-u_ "Skin ira,kin6"
-e_a__" '_'" Earth C-Band
equi_mer _.
C-t_.nd Antenna S_mc. a- at-:'e_
S_nal Cendi_Lorlz 6 Uni_ Lc_, _:".uL_:,'_'er_
Da_a Storage Uni:._ : .f _ome data
_torege _a_abLl__,
D_ta Adapter B,,::-'sd_dier:_.::-._u:,c B'.L.--ir.red'_:d._u:':
..:" ..;tt:,,-.:rar" ;w:.- ;'.i :,. '.?.".,".lur.i.-a; [c::.
• , ",, _ .-×;,e.':,'.,,r,'. _r.'a:t ._:._tL.m L'_d_-
up.
C,_,_put.,l:- ;,."' '. _0. 'v,," ii_'._m,u _t ',"
Hard Copy Prtntt::,a:.,l i...- .:'':_-,'.;ali:.o Au_: ,:'zF';'-er::F,'z'a-
Computer Inl_ut Ke'.'D.:e,r,l. F-.'.,- "_ c_mpu',:r. ,',Lm...°."_" " aval ;.-
able.
P_ Tele_etr#' U_,i'. D_Q,ly 'i:-data trar,_ _ta _: ,."a_e.:_p_-
_' '" n ",,, _:.-,....:d. t ''_''" .',_ tr_-,_-
L:_., .f ,late,. ::'.c_L.:r. a_ la'*r
t_,'.,e,
._/Cax,era OtL,,r .'_,_a, ar_,
portablt_.
TV ,v,_n_.t,:r Mui=iFie .".=r.t':r.,.
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MAINTENANCE MAINT. CREWSKILLS _KSACTION/TIME CONS11_.
FOLDOUT.FRAME=f_,_.-_,.
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S_orage Cabine_s & Lockers Seal "e_ka6_.. :,t"'.L_'.,:,._n,_epend-
Fccd _'cn-.a:nlna:!=n. en= =_blnet=.
Oven ExLe=_i',e l-a.<- 2ireui: hreaker_,
:au-"in6 p 3"_'e-" EU_ e_.
Refrlgemtc.r-Freezer FoG' aor.ta.=ina=len. .Wed_n4.ar._. p_'.'er
supply.
_ClothlnE FiA_-a'=ili_.Y. Non -fla..-_able
Toxl el t_-. ma: el-i-.is.
Personal Ky_lene ..
Storage Cabinets Sharp =crr..er_. Proper 4esf_n.
Toxic paln:.
_Iyglene Enclosure Loose wster _.n
aab!z..
_16sure Fan Lneffec: lye
_leansing.
Enelosu/'e Filter 5:,"':,_.m ."3n:_Tlne-
tlo, z.
Sponge Wetter 8md _in:_er
Personal Kit
Ph_ Sles2. JQndlt icnlzz_,.
RecreationE3_
Apollo Bto•'k _i Su"_ L_r.' _:' :rr','. Pr. ccez;t ;i it.':.,tz.-
cox'[,or_".,.*,';L;'..'i,
pr;,v'._:: .n'.
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APPLICABLE LOGIC DIAGRAM AND FAULT _REE STATEMENTS
As a convenience for reviewing the safeguards given in Chapter 3.3 of this
document, certain statements from the LogioAual_ls, D2-1130"_1-_ and the
Fault Tree Analysis, D_-113070-10 s are repeated in this appendix to reduce
the need for having those two volumes at hand. However_ if it is desired
- to gain more than a cursory acquaintanceship with the relationships between
these analyses_ it is recommended that the referenced documents be used to
• determine the actual contexts and semantic environments of the statements
given here.
/
1.0 STA°I_4ENTS EXTRACTED FROM LOGIC DIAGRAM, D2-I13070-9 ,i
Proposition
No. Proposition Statement
4C Crew members will be able to perform all crew tasks neces-
_ _sary to sustain life .....
ii 4D Normal _ound systems will be capable of_performing all
-(i ground support functions necessary to crew survival. (T2)
!_., 6B Special remedial systems will protect all crew memberS from
all potentially fatal immediate danger not prevented by
normal systems. .-_
8C Sp_ial remedial systems will protect all crew members from
all directly fatal decompression not _revented by normal
_:,: systems. ,
8D Special remedial systems will protect all crew members from
all directly fatal heat exposure not prevented by normal
systems.
8E Special remedial systems will protect all crew members from
all directly fatal radiation exposure not _evented by
_:' normal systems. ' ' ,_,
8F Special remedial systems will pr0tect all crew members from
,.: all directly fatal overpressure not _prevented by,normal /
_, systems.
8H Special remedial systems will Protect all crew members from
all directly fatal exposure to chemicals not prevented by
normal systems.
i






9B All spacecraft subsystems will perform their respective
spaceflight operational functions in the manner necessary
to ensure crew survival.
90 All hardware interfaces o_ong internal equipment will per-
form their respective spaceflight operational functions in
the manner necessary to ensure crew survival. :,
_. 9D All hardware interfaces among externsl equipment_ and other
orbital space vehicles_ will perform their respective space-
flight operational functions in the manner necessary to
ensure crew survival. ::_ ....
92 All man/machlne operational interfaces will perform their
respective Spa_fl_ht functions in the manner necessary
to.-ensu_, e _rew survival.
9F _ All scheduled and unscheduled maintenance functions pe r_
raining to the orbit_t space system will be performed in
the manner necessary to ensure crew survival. _, i,- :
•
9G All on-board support resources required during spacefli6ht
ope_tion_ will perform in the ,_nner necessary to _Ii_._rje
crew survival, ,,_
IOD All spacecraft subsystems will be designed and produced to
conform with operational parameters which will ensure crew
survival. --
IOF Any spacecraft subsystem which requires built-in redundancy
to perform within acceptable tolerances _onttnuously through- _,
out the orbital mission will have the necessary re_dundancy . "
incorporated.
10G Auy sp_ee_t,__em which requires lnflight maintenance
to perform within acceptable tolerances continuously throu_-
out the orbital mission will be maintainable in the opera-
tional environment. _ • .
lib Special remedial systems will protect all. ,crew members from
any immediate danger of directly fatal collision. .
lie Special _emedial systems will protect all crew members from
any immediate danger of directly fatal physiological stress
due to tumbling_ rotation_ or linear motion.
- 72 -





No. ,, ,Proposition Statement
12E Special remedial systems will perform all corrective actions t
necessary to sustain life t_t are not performed by assigned
crew members. : .,
13C Special remedial systems will protect all crew members from
any immediate d_uger of directly fatal collision of space- _i [_
craft equipment w4th crew members. (
13D Special remedial systems will protect all crew members from ...
any immediate danger of directly fatal collision of flyir_
debris with crew members.
13Y Special remedial systems _ protect all crew members from
any immediate danger of directly fatal collision between one
crew member and another.
14B No immediate danger of crew loss will exist. :
: 15C There will be no immediate danger of direct crew loss from
lack of vital supplies. .
15E There will be no immediate danger of direct cre_ loss _from
lack of oxygen. ....
15K There will be no immediate danger of the rate of supply,of ......
breathable oxygen to any crew member decreasing below _he
rate necessary to sustain life.
16C There will be no immediate .dangp._z__f_._lizaatl_r.zCatal...exposure
of any crew member to decompression.
16D ' There will be no immediate:danger of directly fatal exposure
of any crew member to heat.
i6F There will be no imPUte danger o__directly fatal exposure
:. of any crew member to overpressure. (_.1) ....
16H There will be no immediate danger of directly fat_Ll_xpOsure
of any crew member to chemicals. ,,
17E There will be no immediate danger of directly fatal p_vsio-
logical stress fr_om tu_bling_ rotation_ or linear motion.
18D There will be sufficient time for available crew members to
accomplish any hvmaU task necessary to sustain llfe. . ,....... .
- 73 ....
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"' Proposition ..
, , No, ,...... Propos£t_on,,,,Statement.... I
.!
laE All necessary resources will be avalZsble to any cre_ member
_ performing any human _sk necessary to sustain life.
21B _ No crew member will contract any potentially fatal infection
during his orbital stay.
_ 21D No crew member _ill contract any infeetIbus illness during
..... his orbital stay.
22D There will be adequate medical facilities in the spacecraft
to treat any potentially fatal'illness contracted by any
_rew member during his orbital stay.
,... 23D There w_IA Be adequate medical facilities in the spacecraft _
_ to treat any potentially fatal lnjur_i +stmta_J:ed' by any crew
_ member during his c_bital sta_. : _ ._ ' '
_ 2_T No crew member .wAllbe injure d by overpressure. (Tit.l). _!-
; 27C The crew members available to perform tasks necessary to
sustain life will. not have been incapac_;tated by direct ( I_I" i
' i
i'",," physical impairment from external causes. _ .... , ...... . .. ;
:': 27E.. NO hu_u._sknecessary to sustain life will be beyond the ;_"
.... physical capability of normal people, , ,:: : {
...... 280 The locations and activities of crew members will make .... ,.
technlcally capable crew members available foz'perform_g [,•
-_,. ant" human task necessary to sustain life. _ i,_,/
... 28G There will be at-least one crew ,membertechnically capable .. _
of performing any extra-vehicular human task necessary to "
.: sustain ills. _,,
,_--__- _ 300 The temperature environment of each crew-member will permit .....
c _vital basic metabolism and thermal control'S,functions,of a .,
''" normal untrained h,tuaanbo_y. :,
• 30D Edible food a_,d potable water will be accessible to all crew
members under conditions that permit eatin8 and drinkin_ by
':_:... normal untrained people sufficiently to sustain life.
_-- 30E The environment of any crew member wilt not prevent sufficient
•. elimination of body wastes to sustain llfe by a_v nor_i uu-
" trained person.
o .






31G No crew member wia._-_ecan_-p_vsic_lly ill during hi_ orbital
stay due to infection.
32B No crew member will be injectedby exposure to chemlcal_
during his orbital stay.
$2C No crew member will be injured by any form of relative motion
during his orbital stay.
32D No crew member will be injured by heat during his orbital
stay.
32E No crew member will be injured by radiation during his
. orbital stay. ..
,,33E Any i_uediate ds_ger of any crew member being subjected _o
.... directly fatal lack of/oxygen wiJ_lbe potentially correctable.
.!
33I Special rem_e_ialsystems will be potentially capabl@ of,
supplying any i_nediate oxygen needs of any crew memop_ not
(_ supplied by non_al systems. _ . o ..4
340 A_y immediate danger of any crew member being subjected.to
any directly fatal:,decompression will be_p0tentiall_ correct-
'' able. .,
3_I Any immediate danger of any crew member being su_ected '_o
directly fatal expos_re to chemicals wiJl be potentially
correctable. _.....
35B Any immediate danger of dlrec_!y,fatal..c011ision__ill_.b.e
.. potentially correctable.'_
35E Any immediate danger of directly fa%al physiological stress
from tumblingt rotation, or linear motion will be poten-
tially correctable. "
38C There will be no Ix_tentiallydangerous sources of radiation "
on-board the spacecraft other than nuclear power pleats for
_he generation of spacecraft power. (T4.1) ' _ "
40B A solar radiation warning system will not fail tO provide
signalsp recognizable by each crew member as instruction to
seek protection, in time for all crew members to go to a
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;. F6. _osltlon. ,fltat_ent ,,
400 There will be one or more havens in the spacecraft that are
shielded from all potentlally fa%al solar radi_tlun and
capable of holding all crew members.
42D Bpeclal remedial systems will supply to all crew members all
i_nediately necessary oxygen not suppiled by normal systems.
42H No_l systems will mai_taln immediately neces_ry oxygen by _,
replacing oxygen that is consumed, dissipated, or removed ,_
from the volume immediately available to each crew member,' 'i
43F There will be no failure of no_ systems for storing and, 'i
cc_ducting to crew members replacement oxygen for any im-
mediately necessary oxygen that 'is consumedp dlsslpatedp Or i_'
removed from the volume immediately available to each crew
member and not replaced from oxygen salvaged from atmospheric
gas removed from crew locations. L
_B Atmospheri c gas whose contaminant level permits breathing jiwithout ph_tsi_alillness by normal untrained people will be _Z""'' ,
,,supplied to each crew,member. _ ......1
_C Atmospheric gas whose partial pressure of oxygen permits iii "
_' breathing without physical illness by normal untrained people ,,
will be supplied to each crew member. .,_t'"
_D Atmospheric gas whose temperature permits :breathing without
physical illness by normal untrained people will be supplied
to each Crev','lm_l_er:"-,., ,, ' .... "
_E Atmospheric gas whose,total pressure permits brea_hifigwith- ............ ,
out physical illness by normal untrained people _rill be
supplied "to each,crew member. . _ .,
_SB " Any atmospheric gas_,in crew,locations that are being con-, ; I,'
laminated with any material that prevents its safe breathing, " Ii
will be removed or diluted at a rate that enables cc_tinued
breathing by norn_l untrained: people without illness. "'
_SE All.crew members will be removed, rapidly enough to prevent -'
illness, from any location whose atmosphere is becoming
contaminated with any material that prevents safe breathi_g
by normal untrained people.
" _6B Any equipment features whose manil_llationis an extra- _._ i"
vehicular human task necessary to sustain life,will .be |,_
accessible and operable by a normal person. _
I
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46D ' Any equlp_ent features whose manlpulation is an _ntra- :,
veh:L_ _ +.,_sk Imcesu_ry to sustain life will be
&cces4ble and' ope_ble by a normal person.
47_ Any equtpment :in the spacecraft whose mAnlpulatlon i_ a non-
routine task necessary to protect crew members from directly
fatal pl_ysical inJuA'y from external causes will be accessible
. and, operable "bynormal people. " _. ..
,_B , The spacecraft _t.rueture will permit _ecess by a normal
person to any e%uipment in the spacecraft vhose'_nmnipulation _
is necessary to provide vital supplies to anycrew member.
480 Arrangement Of e_uipment in the spacecraft w_ll, permit
access by a normal person to any equlpment in +the spacecraft
whose manipulation is necessary _to provide vital sugplies
to na%y crew member. ,_
ME Any equipment item_ materlals_ supplless_-spare pe_t,,s or...
tools whose manual transportation is necessary to provide 'I
vi_al s_pplies _o.,-any..-crew member will he transPortable by '_
_ , no2_al people. : i_",
"-_i _ ' 1
_, 48F A_-.op_tng, classing,,removal, r=_l_=,ent, disss_em_ly, or _'_
assembly :operation in the s_aeecraft necessary to provide :ll
vital _upplies to any' crew member will/be performable by
norm_' people. _ _' ii
_H Any visual indicators.on eculpment _:i:_-'_spacecraftwhose
recognition is essential to properly perform operations _
necessary to 'provide,v_ supplies to any crew member will (
' be clearly visible to Persons with normal sight, i
_I Any auditory si_na!s from equipment in the spacecraf t whose ,,
recognition is'iessentlal to properly perform operations
necessary to provide vital supplies to an_ crew member will
_ be clea_ly audible tO persons with ngrmal _iearing.
50E" All vital Cre_ tasks not performed byassi6ned, crew members
using designated equ£1_nent Will be performed by other means.
_1_ Systems produced and used for some,other basic purpose will
protect all crew members_ not protected b_ normal or speciel
remedial systems,, fromall i_ediate danger of directly fatal,
injury from external causes. _
_2
52B :_'' There will be no _sediate danger of'directly fatal colli_ion





. No. Proposition Statement
52C There will be no immediate ds_ger of directly fatal collision i!J
of spacecraft equipment with crew members. _i
52D There will be no immediate danser of directly fatal collision I
of flying debris with crew members. |
53E There will be no immediate danger of directly fatal collizion
of the spacecraft proper with crew members due to spauem_aI$
rotation.
t,
57B Shielding of nuclear power plants on the spacecraft will be
sufficient to prevent any nuclear .excursionfrom constituting
an immediate danger of directly fatal radiation exposure of
aA7 crew member.
57D Containment vessels will not permit fluid radioactive materials
to leak from shielded spacecraft nuclear power reactor compart-
ments into crew areas.
_' 57E The effectiveness of Spacecraft nuclear power reactor shield-
ink in preventing fatal crewmember exposm_e will+not be
destroyed by strudtural damage.
57F No cr_ member will be in immediate danger of directly fatal --+
_ radiation exposure during repair, refurbishmentI or refueling
of spacecraft nuclear power reactors.
58D Nuclear excursions of spacecraft primary power reactors will .....
', never exceed the upper limit of power excursion levels
specified to activate all emergency backup controls.$
592 There will be no immediate danger of any crew member swallow-
ing amy poisonous chemical that would be directly fatal.
@4 4
59D There will be no immediate danger of the skin surface of any
crew member being contaminated with any chemical that would ....... .....
:: be directly fatal. .... :
,, /.
•. , ,.,
_9F NO crew member will be in immediate dauger of +directlyfatal +
exposure of+lar_+ areas of his body to any poisonous or +
.: ' corrosive chemical. ,+....
60D Any suppliesI materials for experiments, or +spacecraft _+,
++' materials that constitute a deadly contact poison will be
+L:._ kept contained and cow,trolled in a manner that does not
present any immediate danger to the life of e_7 crew member.
. . - , .; °
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No. , Proposition Statement i
:i
60E Any deadly contact poison that is generated by accident or _:
by any experimental, housekeeping, spacecraft operation, or i'
logistics activity will be contained and controlled in a
i. " manner that does not present any immediate danger to %he
life of any crew member.
, 613 No supplies, materials for experiments, or spacecraft _.
;._- materials will constitute a poison that would be directly i
, fatal if breathed, i
' 61D Any supplies, materials for experiments, or spacecraft !
materials that constitute a poison that would be directly
fatal if breat'_.edwill be contained or controlled in a _
.... manner that does not present any immediate danger to the
life of any crew member.
i' 61E Any poison generated by accident or by any experimental_ _ ..
' .... , housekeeplng_ spacecraft operation,or logistics activity - __-
that would be directly fatal if breathed will "be contained
or contr_lled in a manner that does not present any imm.edi- _.....
. ,. /" ate danger to the life of any cr_ membe r.
65D , Any immediate danger of directly fatal collision of flying
debris with crew members will be potentially., correctabl'e.
: °_ 69J Crew members will perform all medical tasks necessary to
! treat critical injuries. (T_.I)
: '/OJ Crew members will perform all medical tasks necessary to :'
treat critical infections. (T_.i)::_
76C No crew member will be incapacitated by "ekposure to chemicals.
_, 76J No crew member Will be incapacitated by exposure to any toxic
chemical. .,, ..
. 76K ' No crew member will be incapacitated by exposure to any.
J " noxious chemical. ..
i._, 78G ' No crew member will suffer disabling impairment of vision
: due to exposure to light. ,:,
80B Special remedial systems will provide 'means of travel_ or
_ escape, to a safe haven in the spacecraft in case routine _.
[ means are inadequate. ., i
- t' '/
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I.I-C Crew members are exposed to decompression.
I.I-D Decompression eventuates from loss of spacecraft pressure i
supply •
I.I-E Decompression results from f_ilure of spacecraft pressure
, .: retention. I
.... :I.I-F Decompression eventuates from failure of pressure suit supply. I
I•I-G _ Decompression results from failure of pressure suit pressure i
retention. • •
l.l-J Failure of pressure retention results from failure of _i
,, structural matrix. ........ , :,,
I.I-L Crew exposed and protective action not accomplished through !i
use of emergency equipment. :: _ii !
"_' I.I-M Crew exposed and protective action not ,accomplishe_'through :-
" emergency procedures. , __
,i_ 1.2-B Loss of pressure suit pressure retentionresults from suit ....
• assembly failure.
/ 1.2-C Loss of pressure suit pressure retention results from suit
" 1.2-0 Damage results •frompressure suit tear.
v, ,
1.3-0 Structural matrix failure results from damage during space
cperatlons, 1
1.3-G Failm-e resuIts from meteoroid impact.
!i'_i " 1.4-C-.....Failure res'oltsfrom loss ofsubsystem function.
1.4-F Loss of subsystem function resets in spacecraft_pressure
1.5-C Emergency eq_pment is nonexi_tent,at time required,
.... 1.5-E Emergency equipment inoperative d_e to damage from effects
"_ 1.7-G DamaEe results from logistic support operations
" \_ O1.7-K Damage occurs _uring logistic vehicle doc_in_ Operations.
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Event No. Event Statement
1.12-D Explosive failure of liquid system results from inadequacy
of system location,
2.I-B Crew members are injured th_..exposure to potentially fatal
heat.
2._-D Injury results from exposure to heat generated by chemical
reaction.
2.3-J Injury results from fire occurring within a normally manned
area of spacecraft




.6-D Fire ocz_s of a hypergolic or pyrophoric nature.
2.6-F Fuel, oxygen, and ignition _o1_rce are provided as separate I
entitiez. .
2.6-G Combustible materials are present (fuel source).
2.7-B Injury results from failure to control fire.
2.7-I Escape action is not facilitated by fire emergency procedures. '
2.7-_ Explosice ,'ombination of materials and environment exists.
2.8-G Equipment is inoperative due to damage effects of fire. ,-
_.8-H Equipment is not automatically actflvated.
2.9-P Emergency fire control action is hot facilitated by the
fire emergency warning system.
2.10-D The fire warning system is inadequate at the time required.
2.11-E An electric power source produces an electrical arc for
ignition.
i
2.15-G Operational breakdown results from high %emperature exceeding
f_,_ctional capability of subsystem.
2.17-C Fire results in overtaxing equipment operation.
I





Event No. Event Statement
3,2-H Flare-produced high ener_ solar _articles_.are 3_re.s.ent..,
3.3-J A nuclear induced artificial orbital radiation environment
is present. -" ""
3.4-D Deficient personnel radiation exposure monitoring provisions
. _=osznze_z_;.
i., 3.4-0. Accumulated radiation exposure not recognized.
3.5-C -- Crew members lack radiation shielding while exterior to the
spacecraft.
3.5-H Shielding is not adequate_ by design_ to protect against the
expected envir ommaut_: _..
i:
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